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Amos Adams (1 September 1728 5 October 1775) was a diligent preacher, and minister of the first church in Roxbury,
Massachusetts. He graduated fromJames Fenimore Cooper (September 15, 1789 September 14, 1851) was an American
writer of the first half of the 19th century. His historical romances draw a picture of frontier and American Indian life in
Cooper served in the U.S. Navy as a midshipman, which greatly influenced .. 1832, No Steamboats, short story.His
father thought Hannibal would be a more prosperous place for his and pulling pranks there made this small Missouri
town world famous. He planned to take a trip to South America. Mark Twain would be Clemenss pen name for the rest
of his life. .. [REF IC591 BcL5mar] Dictionary of American Biography.Boston 1832 Account of the European
Settlements in America, by E. Burke, 2 vols. American Biographical and Historical Dictionary, containing the Lives,
Characters and Writings of the most Eminent Persons in North America, from its FirstThe works of, with a life of the
Notes and Illustrations by his Grandson, Charles Francis Adams. An American Biographical and Historical Dictionary,
containing an account of the Lives, Characters, and Writings of the most eminent persons in North America, from its
first discovery to the present time, and a Boston, 1832.An American Biographical and Historical Dictionary: Containing
an Account of the Lives, Characters, and Writings of the Most Eminent Persons in North AmericaContaining their
foundation, proceedings, and the success of their . exhibiting, in alphabetical order, a much more full and accurate
account, than has been B-8052, A Geographical Dictionary of the United States of North America . [Atlas volume
(only) to an American octavo edition of Bainess History of the Wars of thethe main plants of North America), is an
integral part of the book Histoire et de la Nouvelle France (History and general description of New France) from
William Allen, An American biographical and historical dictionary: lives, characters, and writings of the most eminent
persons in North America from its Co., 1832.Heritage Book Shop specializes in finding rare books and first editions.
Oration on the Life and Character of Gilbert Motier De Lafayette. . The Most Famous American Childrens Book, First
Edition of L. Frank Baums Classic The .. Containing an account of the manners of the people, and the productions of the
countriesThe description and natural history of the coasts of North America, 1677) - is .. An American biographical and
historical dictionary: containing an account of the lives, characters, and writings of the most eminent persons in North
America from its in the several colonies and of the United States. Boston: William & Co. 1832.Daniel Webster (January
18, 1782 October 24, 1852) was an American politician who Webster was one of the most highly regarded courtroom
lawyers of the era. He shaped several key U.S. Supreme Court cases that established important Webster was the
Northern member of the Great Triumvirate with his1 American Biographical and Historical Dictionary (An), containing
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an Account of the Lives, Characters, and Writings of the most Eminent Persons in NorthSequoyah c. 17701843), was a
Cherokee silversmith. In 1821 he completed his independent creation of a Cherokee syllabary, making reading and
writing in Cherokee possible. This was one of the very few times in recorded history that a member of a pre-literate
people created an original, effective writing system Sequoyahs heroic status has led to several competing accounts of
his life A Biographical dictionary of eminent Scotsmen : in four volumes, of the Covenant : memoirs of distinguished
Scottish female characters, containing a brief historical account of the most eminent noblemen, 6 Iconographia scotica:
or, Portraits of illustrious persons of Scotland : engraved from the mostWashington Irving (April 3, 1783 November 28,
1859) was an American short story writer, His historical works include biographies of Oliver Goldsmith, Muhammad,
and George Irving served as the U.S. ambassador to Spain from 18. He made . My lot in life, however, Irving said later,
was differently cast.Benjamin Lay (1682 February 8, 1759) was an Anglo-American Quaker humanitarian and
abolitionist. He is best known for his early and strident anti-slaveryJohann Wolfgang von Goethe was a German writer
and statesman. His works include four novels epic and lyric poetry prose and verse dramas memoirs an autobiography
literary and aesthetic criticism and treatises on botany, anatomy, and color. In addition, there are numerous literary and
scientific fragments, more than . Goethe thus went to live in Weimar, where he remained for the rest of his lifeAn
American Biographical and Historical Dictionary, containing an account of the lives, characters, and writings, of the
most eminent persons in North America, from its first 1832. pp. 808. The biographical articles in this book, exceed
1,800
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